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Physical activity and its link to affective response:
the choices might be crucial to psychological
well-being

Atividade física e respostas afetivas: as escolhas parecem ser fundamentais para o
bem-estar psicológico
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The view of physical activity (PA) as psychology health-promotion is relatively recent. Previous researches have tended to focus on neurophysiology a mechanism that tries to identify where positive outcome appears in
the relationship between PA and mental health. In this sense, exercise has
been categorized by its intensity and frequency1. We are call attention to
the theoretical development of PA that has been constrained by over-relevance of biomedicine scientific paradigm, where studies have tended to
address a direct and specific effect, excluding possible interpersonal, social
and psychological variants that could influence related outcomes.
The present approach will intend to debate the relationship between
PA and psychological well-being in a way that: 1) the subject is considered, preserving his intentions and choices, and 2) theoretical perspective
provide a sound empirical basis for integrated account of emotional effects
of PA. In Brazilian scientific context we observed that, in comparison to
biological, and environmental factors, affective processes as determinants
of PA behavior and the benefits of physical activity for psychological health
have received considerably less attention1,2,3.
In 2014, Silva at al2 observed that there was a reduced body of knowledge regarding PA and mental health, also argued that the body of evidences were merely based on directional associations. Since then, the scenery seems to be the same.
It seems that we are stuck in the idea of replicating causal models, which
has not helped in the understanding appropriately the matter or in the promotion of physical activity. We are call attention to the need of a new perspective on PA investigation. In the context of psychological well-being, PA
should be understood as function of its affective consequences or anticipation of its affective response, a hedonic principle. In this cases, it is observed
the importance of expected pleasure versus displeasure in determining PA
adoption and maintenance, influencing relates to actual affective response3.
These principles are in line with the given trends of theories of motivation which is concerned to understand how individual behave in effective
and healthy ways4,5. From a health perspective alone, investigations should
be concerned about how to motivate to PA. This is a crucial matter, considering that PA can be an inherently rewarding activity that contributes to
happiness and satisfaction. We observed from international literature that
the extension of well-being is conducted as well as people feel deeper satisfied through psychological needs, consequently increasing motivation5,6.
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In this scenario we highlight an important consideration for exercise psychology context: PA can’t be generalized. It is observed that the enjoyable feelings are what
explain the reason why people provide engagement in
sports activity as they find interesting, challenging and
enjoyable. Contrarily to sports, exercises tend to be more
extrinsically motivated. Choices on exercise settings
might be supported by some gain or reward for being engaged on PA, such as health, to get fit or to perform other activities7. Exercises are more likely to have an instrumental focus concerning attractiveness and fitness and
might be experienced as a strong social pressure, having
a more external locus of causality. In this sense, this behavior might be accompanied by psychological ill-being8.
We are highlighting the need to look deeper into
PA as its seems that the type of PA also matters. This
might be crucial to avoid over-generalization in the relationship between PA and psychological well-being.
Considering the extrinsic locus of motivation for some
types of PA, it is observed in literature that a controlled
environment that undermines satisfaction and pleasure
is thought to decrease the provision of basic psychological needs such as autonomy, relatedness and competence, resulting in decrements of motivation and,
subsequently, in maladaptive outcomes9.
We are not trying to determinate which activity will
be beneficial or not, however, some modalities, such as
sports, can naturally provide more internal experience,
exposing people to happiness. When someone exercises in order to improve appearance or fitness, their
motivation is extrinsic to the activity itself. Extrinsic is
thus not a pejorative term, it merely refers to the goal
of that activity being separable from the activity itself.
The extension of exercises to be harmful seems to depend on the degree of internalization in the behavior7,8.
Further understanding is necessary to produce far-reaching and meaningful results. Indeed, more research is needed
to better support PA in the context of mental health promotion. We would like to address some questions for future researches: for example, what is the affective source of
different PA choices? Do different choices of PA predict a
better psychological well-being? Do affective sources of PA
mediate the relationship between PA and mental health?
The differences between choices of PA and its link to
psychological status seems to be urgent to change par-

adigms. The role of different PA choices, to the best of
our knowledge, is rarely investigated. Considering different choices might permit us to better understand the
importance of the affection on the relationship between
PA and psychological outcomes. To be exposed to PA
might not be easy, beholding many constrains on social,
interpersonal and psychological setting, which appears
to difficult the engagement and its maintenance overtime. Nevertheless, the general beliefs about the benefits
of PA have led people to perform PA, often disregarding
their intentions and pleasure of being engaged. In this
context, it is signalized that the choices might matter.
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